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Abstract—Functional coverage is a key indicator for the completeness of a SOC design, but SOC protocol coverage space is enormous and generating the valid coverage space is a daunting task. We are presenting an automated functional coverage management system (FCMS) for SOC protocols that takes advantage of table-based protocol specifications. The methodology has been used to create cover-points, protocol transitions coverage, and transaction coverage for multiple SOC chip design projects and has saved a large amount of engineering time.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Random simulation-based verification is the main vehicle for SOC verification and the key indicators for the quality and completion of this effort are coverage metrics. Coverage metrics can be categorized into two main classes [1]: 1) Code coverage and 2) Functional coverage. Code coverage exploits the structure of RTL to auto-generate coverage points and hence make sure that all parts of the implementation are exercised or visited by random stimuli. Most of the RTL simulator vendors provide built-in code coverage as well as state machine coverage generation tools. However, this auto-generated coverage information is never sufficient to show that all features of the design are exercised and hence designers and verifiers almost always have to add functional coverage [1][13].

Functional coverage captures the functionality of the design and provides an orthogonal view of random simulation quality by focusing on design features and not the implementation of the design (as is the case of code coverage). The creation of functional coverage models is mostly a manual process, where verifiers study high-level English specification of the design and work with designers to identify important design features. These design features are then translated into cover properties, cover points, cross-coverage [1] etc. to create Coverage Monitors, which run in parallel with the design during simulations and exerciser runs. The data generated by these Coverage Monitors is processed to estimate coverage achieved through random simulation. This is called coverage analysis [1][4][13].

The manual creation of the Coverage Monitors suffers from, 1) Outdated specifications, 2) Errors in manual translation, and 3) Management of a monumental number of coverage points. Consider the case of any industrial strength SOC protocol. The protocol has thousands of legally defined sequences, with many more illegal sequences. This observation yields two undesirable strategies for coding functional coverage points:

1. Manually write a coverage point for each of the thousands of legal transaction sequences, or
2. Cross cover all state variables and manually exclude the enormous number of illegal sequences.

Neither of these strategies works well for an evolving protocol and almost always leads to missing cases.

In this paper, we are proposing a table-based transaction-level functional coverage management system (FCMS) for SOC protocols. The high-level specification is described using extended state tables [8]. These tables are in ASCII format and are used to generate functional coverage collateral for various parts of the system. Formal and simulation engines are used to generate and analyze coverage data. The generated information is used to guide the design effort. The result is a coverage-based closed-loop system, which achieves faster design verification closure. These machine-generated coverage points reduce human error, drastically decrease the time required to code, and can rapidly incorporate changes to the protocol. The system is deployed in multiple SOC projects successfully with measurable gains in productivity. Finally, the proposed method can be applied to any protocol that can be described using extended state tables [8][15][16].
II. A Functional Coverage Management System (FCMS)

We have implemented this system as a semi-automatic flow as described in Figure 1. The general dataflow of FCMS consists of four sub-flows:

1) Specification Generation (1,2,3,4,5)
2) Coverage Validation(6)
3) Coverage Data Collection(7) and
4) Coverage Analysis (8, 9, 10).

A brief elaboration of each of these components follows:

A. Specification Generation

This flow is based upon the tool called SpecGen (short for Specification Generator). SpecGen is a Perl-based tool, populated with valid states, initial states, commands etc. The setup of the tool is manual in terms of these basic behaviors but generation of tables is automated. The input to the tool is the architect’s intentions i.e. protocol specification. The outputs of the tool are multiple specifications such as ASCII tables for visual purposes (not shown to avoid congestion), formal models, SV-packages for RTL implementation, reference models [15] for the verification environment and coverage collateral for coverage management flows. The general algorithm inside the specification generator is:

1. Start with a number of lists including:
   a. All commands that can transition states (for example requests, responses, probes, …)
   b. A state table, that is initially populated with all “Idle” states
   c. A table that covers all valid “commands”, current “State” combination, and the resultant next “State”

2. Iterate over all the commands, and the state table, producing the next “State”
   a. If the new “State” is not in the table, it is added to the table
   b. The commands are recursively applied to new “States”.

3. When the full table is generated, it is formatted and outputted in different formats, like RTL SV packages [1] for RTL etc.

The table used in step “1c” is effectively hand generated. It is a transition table that gives the next “State” for what the architect thinks the valid command/current “State” combinations are. The table also indicates what combinations of
command/current “State” are invalid (illegal). In step “2” a new table is instantiated, populated with the idle state only; all inputs are applied to it, and checked against the table from step “1c”. If the result yields a new next “State”, then that State is added to this new table, and all commands are applied to it. If the table in step “1c” indicates the combination as invalid, then these results are skipped, and iteration continues with the next command/state combination. If no entry is found, an error is indicated so the architect can fix it.

The arrows marked (1), (2), (3), (4) and (5) show the potential outputs of the specification generation flow. The flow (1) generates SVA [1] sequences and coverage properties. These coverage properties are formally verified against the Formal model generated from the flow (2). The correctness of the Formal model and any changes in the protocol (reflected through changes in tables) are validated using formal verification [15]. A formal verification tool generates two lists: 1) reachable covers properties and 2) unreachable cover properties. The unreachable properties show specification errors. The reachable property list is compared against the coverage list generated from simulations (flow (8)) as explained below. The flow (5) generates SV coverage groups. These coverage groups are used in conjunction with reference model (flow (3)) and SV packages (flow (4)) for simulation-based coverage generation.

B. Coverage Validation
The two key concerns about the auto-generated sequences are:

1) Are all the generated sequences reachable?
2) Did we miss any sequence?

The solution to the first question is straightforward. The coverage validation flow uses formal tools to validate that all the states, transitions and sequences generated by SpecGen are reachable. This validation is performed against a formal model that is also partially generated by SpecGen. The inputs to this flow are SVA coverage properties and a formal model and the output of this flow is a reachability list, describing what subset of coverage properties was reachable. Any unreachable coverage property has to be validated by the architect as it is a potential bug in the protocol or in the SpecGen tool.

The second question about a possible miss depends upon the correctness of our algorithm to find all the paths in a directed graph. It is a simple and well-researched algorithm [14]. We did not find any misses through our cross-checking mechanisms (that were in place before FCMS).

C. Coverage Data Collection
RTL is the actual implementation of the design and must be fully covered. SpecGen auto-generates coverage points for each of the thousands of legal cases. These coverage points are used to model state coverage, transitions coverage, transaction/sequence coverage and cross-coverage for the protocol. System Verilog coverage groups are used to model these coverage entities in the reference model [15]. For RTL, SV-packages are annotated with coverage information that is used to flush the RTL coverage to text files during simulation. These are inputs to the Coverage Data Collection flow. The output of this flow is a composition of coverage data generated from RTL and the Reference model during simulations and is used to create a “reached coverage list”. The performance hit for these simulations was around 30% but coverage generating simulations were run only once every two weeks.

D. Coverage Analysis
The important precondition to the following coverage analysis is that all the coverage properties for all the flows have some method of back-annotation to show that they belong to the same source. Since we are generating them from the same source, this backward-annotation almost comes for free.

The coverage data generated from RTL and the reference model is used to analyze the coverage. This coverage is compared with the formal model’s coverage reachability list. There are four possible outcomes.

1. If a transaction is reachable in the formal model and unreachable in simulation, it represents a hole in the stimuli generation or a bug in RTL. The formal reachability engine is used to generate a guidance trace for simulation (flows 9, 10 in Figure 1).
2. If a transaction is reachable in both formal and simulation, we are done with it.
3. If a transaction is not reachable in formal but reachable in simulation, that is a bug in the formal model or a bug in the RTL/reference model.
4. If a transaction is reachable in neither formal nor simulation, then it is a bug in the specification and SpecGen needs to be fixed (flow 8 in Figure 1).

The coverage analysis step is the key to the efficiency of FCMS and contributes significantly to the convergence of the verification process.
III. Deploying FCMS

We have successfully deployed FCMS in multiple SOCs. In this section, we will describe the details of its application for a multichip interconnects protocol called OCI.

A. O* Coherent Interconnect (OCI)

OCI is a variant of directory-based cache-coherence protocols. OCI connects two to four O* III SOCs to appear as a single logical multicore processor (Figure 2). Coherency is implemented across Cores, Memory, Networks, I/O, and coprocessors. The architecture eliminates unnecessary memory copies.

At the top-level SOC, each address is mapped to a unique socket, which represents the address’s home node. However, the address space is shared among nodes, and any other node may request data or ownership from any datum of the address space. If this datum falls in the requester’s own domain, it will be a local request; otherwise it will be a remote request.

![Figure 2: OCI Protocol](image)

B. OCI Specification Tables

As expected, the full table contains a line for every combination of valid line state & input, providing the next state, and the OCI commands to issue to each of the nodes (the Output). For the Home Table, the state of the line consists of the “Cmd” which is representative of the request being processed, and the state of this node’s cache directory (H for home), and the state of each of the other nodes’ OCI directory (N1, N2, N3). Table 1 shows a sample of OCI specifications tables for a home node for a two-node setting.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Current State</th>
<th>Next State</th>
<th>Outputs</th>
<th>Inputs</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Cmd</td>
<td>H</td>
<td>N1</td>
<td>Cmd</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>none</td>
<td>E</td>
<td>I</td>
<td>none</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>RD_RSP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>none</td>
<td>S</td>
<td>S</td>
<td>LCL_WR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>INV</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LCL_WR</td>
<td>S</td>
<td>S&gt;1</td>
<td>none</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The Remote tables have a similar current/next state, but only one directory state “St” which is the state of its cache directory. Here the output consists of a command (request or response) that is sent to the home node, and a column for the possible response that can be also sent to the other remote nodes. Table size grows exponentially. For four nodes, we have around 10000 transitions but the whole process is automated. Simulations get a performance hit up to 30%. For the Formal part, we use a number of techniques for abstraction and speed, which are presented in [15][16].

C. Functional Coverage Transctions

Generating protocol coverage points for legal states and single-step transitions is trivial. The interesting case is how the sequence/transaction coverage is generated.

The protocol contains stable as well as transient states [8]. A stable state does not have any outstanding command in process, whereas a transient state has an outstanding command. The stable states’ set represents possible starting and end states of transactions. The transient states represent the intermediate states of the transactions. A transaction consists of a starting stable state and an ending stable state and with some possible transient states in the middle. A transaction may not have a transient state, for example in the case of a cache hit for an address, since no state transitions are necessary.
Algorithmically, we want to capture all paths that lead from a state with no outstanding transaction ("Cmd == none") to a state with no outstanding transaction, that is we want to capture all paths from the request arriving (or becoming active) to its exiting/retiring. Finding all paths between two nodes in a directed graph without any loops is an NP-complete problem. However, since our protocol graph is based upon independent command groups and can be divided into smaller graphs, the total time to construct these paths is not significant.

D. A Sample Home Transaction

We will use a small transaction to show the different stages of our flows. Table 2 shows a sample OCI home transaction. It is a "Cmd" going from “none” to “none” with one intermediate transition. In the initial state, remote node N1 has an exclusive (E) state for a given address. A core at the home node requests to share this datum (OCI_LD). OCI sends a forwarding request (FWDH) to the remote node N1. However at the same time, the remote node was in the process of evicting this address. Therefore the remote node replied with “I am invalid for this address” (REM_INV) message. OCI is an out-of-order protocol. Therefore, REM_INV may reach home before victim data (VDATA) reaches home. Meanwhile, REM_INV will put N1 in a transient state(S->I) in the home directory for this datum. These two messages may be received in opposite order, but that would be a different transaction.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Current State</th>
<th>Next State</th>
<th>Outputs</th>
<th>Inputs</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Cmd</td>
<td>H</td>
<td>N1</td>
<td>Cmd</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>none</td>
<td>I</td>
<td>E</td>
<td>E2S</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E2S</td>
<td>S</td>
<td>S</td>
<td>E2S</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E2S</td>
<td>S</td>
<td>S-&gt;I</td>
<td>none</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

E. Modeling Coverage

Three different flows (3, 5, 1 in Figure 1), use coverage properties and cover groups generated from the same architectural specification. The ideal choice would have been SVA. SVA is an IEEE standard [11] and a powerful language to describe properties of a design in a declarative way with the ability to be used both in formal as well as simulation-based environment. However, we only used SVA for formal verification. We used System Verilog Cover Groups to model coverage properties in the reference model. The choice was made because our reference model is based upon System Verilog classes [1][11] and assertions cannot be instantiated in classes/objects in System Verilog. We also used annotated SV-packages for RTL coverage properties as it provided a much faster method for data collection as compared to SVA. Also, RTL holds much more detail about the design and timing the abstract SVA correctly was a challenge in itself.

F. SVA Properties

The total number of legal transactions generated from the protocol is in the thousands. However, we observed that most of the properties share similar templates of sequences. Therefore, we identified all the unique sequences from the transaction table and wrote a tool to generate a parameterized SVA sequence for each of these unique sequences. The parameterized SVA sequences were then instantiated for all the cases depicted in the original protocol tables [12].

Figure 3 shows one possible SVA sequence capturing the OCI transaction shown in Table 2. The general template observes four and tracks three states, 1) outstanding command for an address at OCI, 2) State of the address at the home node, 3) State of the remote node recorded at home. It also watches the input and output channels for the given address. The SVA sequence homeTrans_111 captures any protocol sequence resulting from a home core request while the datum is exclusive (E) at the remote node N1. We can identify two types of states in these sequences: waiting state and transition state. The waiting state models an arbitrary wait for something to happen. The transition state represents a protocol table line transition that should happen in one clock cycle. The operator "[*1:S]" lets the coverage monitor stay in a waiting state as long as the next state transition does not happen [12]. Once that transition happens, the monitor expects a one-cycle transition to the next waiting state.

Finally, cover_homeTrans_OCI_LD_1 creates an instance of a coverage monitor which, upon observing an OCI_LD request from a home core, starts following the sequence homeTrans_111. We generated SVA monitors for all the possible OCI transactions at the home node and remote nodes and ran them against our formal model. The total number of monitors was very large for formal verification, but each coverage monitor can be proved reachable individually. This observation provided sufficient parallelism to run chunks of the coverage monitors with formal verification without state-space explosion. In a week’s time we were able to determine for all coverage monitors whether they were reachable or not.
sequence homeTrans_111(logic [A-1:0][3:0]Cmd, logic [A-1:0] [1:0] H_state, 
logic [A-1:0] [1:0] N1_state, logic [A-1:0] [4:0] output, logic [A-1:0] [4:0] Inputs); 

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Transition</th>
<th>Logic</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>#1 E2S &amp; H = E &amp; N1 = I =&gt; (Outputs = NONE) &amp; (Inputs = NONE)</td>
<td>SDELAY</td>
<td>Transition state</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>#1 E2S &amp; H = E &amp; N1 = I =&gt; (Outputs = NONE) &amp; (Inputs = NONE)</td>
<td>SDELAY</td>
<td>Transition state</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>#1 E2S &amp; H = E &amp; N1 = I =&gt; (Outputs = NONE) &amp; (Inputs = NONE)</td>
<td>SDELAY</td>
<td>Transition state</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>#1 E2S &amp; H = E &amp; N1 = I =&gt; (Outputs = NONE) &amp; (Inputs = NONE)</td>
<td>SDELAY</td>
<td>Transition state</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

endsequence

covergroup Home_Monitor;

requests: coverpoint request_type {
  bins cov_LD[] = {OCI_LD};
  ...
}

transitions: coverpoint (request_type, cmd, h_state, r_state, output, input)

  //Auto generated transition cover points.
  include “HOME_TRANS_COV.sv”

endgroup // Home_Monitor

Figure 3: SVA model of a home transaction

G. System Verilog Cover Bins

We used System Verilog coverage constructs like coverage groups, cover-points, and cross-coverages to model coverage monitors for the reference model of OCI being used in the verification environment. The reasons for this choice are explained above in section Modeling Coverage. System Verilog [1][11] provides constructs to model transitions as coverage bins. A state transition can be modeled as \( A \rightarrow B \), where \( A \) and \( B \) can be a collection of signals concatenated together. Furthermore, there are operators available for consecutive repetitions \( A[*5] \rightarrow B \) as well as non-consecutive \( A[=5] \rightarrow B \) repetitions. These constructs and operators provide sufficient language support to clone SVA properties used in the formal model as coverage bins inside the cover groups defined in the reference model.

Figure 4 shows an implementation of the coverage monitor for the home table’s protocol. The coverage monitor is defined as a System Verilog covergroup construct [1][11] and is part of the class defining an address protocol behavior in a verification environment. Request_type coverpoints are used to group various core requests to the protocol. The transitions are modeled as the aggregation of signals representing protocol state. The actual transitions are auto generated (file “HOME_TRANS_COV.SV”). There are thousands of these transitions and a sample for our running example case is shown at the bottom of Figure 4. SDELAY is a system parameter that defines the arbitrary length of the time a monitor may wait in a state and depends upon the implementation. In our case, a value of 10 for SDELAY was sufficient.

Once created, coverage bin HomeTrans_OCI_LD_1 will trigger for an address when the remote node has exclusive state on this address and a core from the home issued OCI_LD. It will watch for a forwarding message put forth for the remote node and then wait for the response to appear. The behavior is essentially the same as of the sequence in Table 2 and cover_homeTrans_OCI_LD_1 in Figure 3.

Figure 4: A Coverage Monitor
H. Annotated RTL SV-Packages

The previous three sections described our coverage models at abstract levels. The reference model coverage described in the last section collects data at cycle-level. The RTL design has many more details in it and must be covered in depth as that is what matters most. As mentioned earlier, part of the RTL is auto-generated from Protocol tables as SV-packages. We enhanced these packages with annotations such that each table-transition has a unique identification label. During each simulation, for each executed transition, its unique label is pushed into special instrumentation buffers (these buffers are not synthesized). When a protocol cycle completes, the sequence it corresponds to is recorded as having occurred. At the end of each simulation-run, these sequence counts are dumped into text-files. A script is run on the text-files, looking at the transition labels and their sequences, and compares it to the sequence table generated from the protocol (and used in reference model and formal model coverage generation) and accumulates coverage data. The output of the script provides continuous updates on the covered sequences in exercisers’ runs. Additionally, sequences that are not possible solely because of stimulus restrictions are filtered so that we can determine the true coverage of the simulation exercisers.

I. Results

Four types of functional coverage were generated and analyzed during this work, 1) Legal state coverage, 2) Transition coverage, 3) Transaction coverage, and 4) Cross coverage. Legal state coverage and Transition coverage were the main source of finding bugs/coverage holes during the evolutionary part of the protocol and found a number of architectural bugs using formal tools. Formal tools did find a few unreachable transactions as well and led to the fixes in the protocol. As the protocol matured and RTL evolved, Transaction coverage and Cross coverage became major concerns.

Table 3 provides an abbreviated bug report of our work. Chip-1 and Chip-2 have different cores and hence different instruction sets. The OCI protocol was changed by approximately 20% between Chip-1 and Chip-2. We did not use formal for RTL and hence the “0” entries in RTL/formal cells. Architectural simulation was done using Spin [10] and found a few bugs and holes in the early explorations of the protocol. The protocol matured between chips and therefore the number of bugs captured and holes discovered reduced significantly but the strength of FCMS lies in having a proof that we covered all the legal space.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Architectural Spec</th>
<th>RTL</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Tool Bugs</td>
<td>Holes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chip-1</td>
<td>Formal</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Simulation</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chip-2</td>
<td>Formal</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Simulation</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The ROI (return in investment) of FCMS is the time saved in reaching our goals of tape-out in record time (savings of many man-months) as it helped us to quickly converge on only true failures/misses by weeding out any false failures/misses.

IV. Related Work

Previous research [3][5][6] has looked at ways to accelerate generation of functional coverage. Man-Yun Su etc.[3] devised a new language to capture design features for coverage purposes. It provides a succinct mechanism, but still the process is mostly manual and design iterations at the architectural-level have to be repeated through coverage models as well. Youn-Su Kwon etc.[5] work focuses on using HiTER as a specification language and uses it to generate temporal events for coverage. Shireesh Verma etc. [6] use static analysis of the behavioral Verilog to auto-generate cover-groups. We use standard state tables [8] as input specification and validate generated coverage properties. It is also a very different approach from smart simulation [9].

Our approach uses both formal and verification engines. However it takes advantage of these techniques at architectural-specification-level, unlike smart simulation [9] which enhances design exploration capabilities during simulation runs. Finally, our coverage analysis techniques take leads from [2] [4], but again our emphasis is on facilitating a quick turn-around loop for protocol changes and pin-points any new bugs/holes caused by it.

V. Conclusions

We have presented a functional coverage management system (FCMS) for SOC protocols. Our generation of coverage properties from protocol extended state-tables specification for simulation as well as formal tools provided us multiple advantages over other approaches[3][5][6]. The input tables are readable and easily manageable. The protocol changes are
incorporated and validated via thorough analysis and become part of regressions right away with little intervention. Therefore, the validator and designer can focus on coverage holes and bugs in the design instead of worrying about bringing the changes at the architectural-level to the verification environment and weeding out false errors. Moreover, our system contributes to generating more interesting functional coverage cases like Event cross-coverage across home and remote FSMs, Transition coverage of all the legal transitions, and Transaction Coverage of all legal transactions as a sequence of legal transitions. Our approach finds coverage holes and design bugs at the architectural-level as well as RTL-level. The key outcome of this system is a faster convergence of design effort and time savings. We have applied it to multiple SOC efforts and saved months of time to achieve tape-outs. The work was part of a bigger effort for collaboration of formal and dynamic verification across different design phases to facilitate faster convergence of SOC designs [15][16].
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